We have calculated all O(o. ) corrections to the orthopositronium and parapositronium decay rates due to vacuum polarization graphs. These contributions are independent of gauge and bound state formalism. Our results are +0.964960(4) (n/x) for orthopositronium and +0. 4473430(6) (n/x) for psrapositronium relative to the lowest order rates We. also have an improved result for the one-loop one-photon-annihilation orthopositronium decay graph of -0.814 0574(10) (n/vr) Most of these graphs are dependent on gauge or on the details of the particular bound state formalism being used. However, some sets of graphs are gauge or formalism independent. For example, the "square" graphs [Rom the square of the O(a) correction amplitude] evaluated in [7] are formalism independent, and the radiatively corrected light-by-light scattering graphs evaluated in [8, 9] Fig. 3 .
of the orthopositronium (o-Ps) [1 -3] and parapositronium (p-Ps) [4] decay rates have uncertainties as low as roughly 200 ppm. Since the ratio of n/vr to 1 is over 2000 ppm, the known results for the O(n) decay rate corrections are inadequate. Furthermore, there is a discrepancy between some of the o-Ps measurements and present theory (see the recent reviews [5, 6] Most of these graphs are dependent on gauge or on the details of the particular bound state formalism being used. However, some sets of graphs are gauge or formalism independent. For example, the "square" graphs [Rom the square of the O(a) correction amplitude] evaluated in [7] are formalism independent, and the radiatively corrected light-by-light scattering graphs evaluated in [8, 9] Fig. 3 .
The renormalized one-loop vacuum polarization tensor has the transverse form [11, 12] II
where the scalar VP function can be written as [13] II+
plus a term proportional to k"k". The net contribution of the k"k" term vanishes in each of the gauge invariant sets.
The VP corrected light-by-light graph of Fig. 1 where the lowest order rate is [14] I LQ (o-Ps) = (7r -9)ma = 7.2112 ps 9m' In (4) we have used an improved numerical result for the one-loop annihilation graph (see Fig. 4) rz( -P ) = 6 -641. 6542( 61)( )r, -o( P )o-. (6) This result was obtained &om a phase-space-symmetric integrand that was smoothed by scaling two variables as described by Kinoshita [15] . The integral was performed by the Monte Carlo integration routine Vegas [16] with approximately 10 function evaluations in the 6ve-dimensional unit hypercube. 
where G = (1 -x)m +xz(l -z) xm + (1 -x)(m -p2) (8) and all parametric integrals run &om 0 to 1. We ex- [13] . For the finite function C(p) we found that pressions for these parts were derived and tested.
The Vp corrected self-energy part is pictured in Fig. 5(a) . Using (2) , this can be written as 
where u = x(1 -x)z(1 -z), g = 1 -x + x z(1 -z), and e = (m2 -p2)/m2. In the limit e~0 , this becomes Fig. 6(a) .
After making the appropriate xnass-shell subtraction [13] and setting e m 0, the renormalized vertex part takes the (17) in agreement with the known result [20] . We also used (14) to calculate the correction to the o-Ps ground-state energy due to the graph of Fig. 6(b) . In this situation, the vertex part is electively where the lowest order rate is [28, 29] I'l, o(p-Ps) = 2ma = 8.0325 ns (29) Our results for the VP corrections appear in Tables I   TABLE I Fig. 3 ).
